
There are many complexities and challenges associated with developing ‘humane’ research evaluation 
metrics in the humanities. This monumental task can only be addressed by reverse engineering evaluation 
metrics based upon the practices and values that funders, institutions, professional societies and 
individuals want to encourage in their disciplines. The work of the HuMetricsHSS initiative is described in 
this article as a framework for doing so.
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Introduction

There is a growing concern in the humanities over ‘inhumane’ working conditions and 
practices that are damaging to scholars and the disciplines they work in. In recent years 
tremendous institutional and governmental pressure has been placed upon university 
departments to show return on investment (ROI) for the scholarship they support.1 
Individual faculty are also suffering under increased demands (to write more, be cited more, 
teach more, serve on more committees and win more awards) in the face of diminishing 
time, pay and support.2 Humanists fear, and some scientometricians report, that these 
pressures have changed the face of humanities research, resulting in some cases in 
weakened disciplines that sometimes sacrifice quality in favor of metrics that look good on 
paper and in reports.3,4,5,6,7

In this article it is argued that these and other problems are due to misaligned metrics 
and incentives for humanities departments and their researchers. Only by articulating all 
of the values (e.g. collegiality, openness, equity) that drive positive scholarly practices 
(e.g. writing helpful peer reviews, publishing open access, creating classroom assignments 
that are accessible to all students) can we determine the metrics by which we should judge 
our departments, our colleagues and ourselves.

The issues discussed here are equally relevant to funding agencies, 
researchers, departments, research institutes and scholarly societies alike. 
Metrics shape researchers’ professional practices, and the metrics by 
which researchers are judged have been used or recommended by funders, 
departments, research institutes and scholarly societies.

Beginning with a discussion on the academic evaluation culture and how 
the humanities differ from other disciplines, the article goes on to address 
a number of questions that have guided work in developing more humane 
research evaluation indicators for the humanities as part of the HuMetricsHSS initiative:

• How do we better align scholarly practices in the humanities and the metrics that 
attempt to measure them?
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2 • What practices do we want to incentivize for the humanities?

• What values determine the practices that humanists find most important?

• What are the current challenges to articulating our shared values and desired practices 
and metrics? How do we overcome them?

The article concludes with a discussion of how the HuMetricsHSS initiative plans to tackle 
the work ahead.

Changing humanities research practices

Current practices of research evaluation do not reflect the reality of today’s scholarly work 
in the humanities. Despite changes to research practice wrought by digital and public 
humanities, when it comes to what ‘counts’ in humanities evaluation, the discipline remains 
a solitary, monograph-heavy pursuit. For many researchers in the humanities, the creation of 
traditional research outputs is but one small aspect of their contribution to the intellectual 
community. They teach, create open educational materials, organize speaker series and 
mentor junior colleagues. But often, these practices are not formally recognized in evaluative 
processes such as promotion and tenure to the same extent as traditional research.

Even research itself is changing in a material way, and the humanities are grappling with 
how to address it. Current evaluation systems fail to capture what is most substantive about 
the newer, digital forms of scholarship in which we engage. From the creation of multimodal 
open access (OA) pedagogical materials to the digitization of texts for computational 
analysis or the creation of rich data visualizations that tell high-level stories 
about literature or history over time, digital work is often considered an 
addendum to humanities labor, rather than the labor itself. Several of the 
major scholarly societies in the US have created guidelines for the inclusion 
of digital work in promotion and tenure portfolios,8,9,10 but adoption of their 
recommendations remains sporadic. This is perhaps due to the fact that 
research cultures, once ingrained, are resistant to change.11,12

Digital and public humanities projects can present a challenge to how 
current humanities evaluation understands credit and attribution; almost 
always collaborative, they require a huge amount of behind-the-scenes 
labor that is not always recognized. These projects also can lack definitive boundaries, 
which provides a challenge to discoverability: what is the citable ‘object’ of a digital project? 
Then there is the challenge of assessment for digital and public humanities projects. 
How exactly does one measure impact?

Evaluating the humanities

For years, humanities researchers have argued that evaluation processes have been grafted 
onto the humanities and social sciences from the hard sciences, rather than developed from 
the ground up in order to meet humanists’ needs.13 (For a comprehensive review of these 
arguments, see de Rijcke et al).14

In tackling the challenge of improving research evaluation in the humanities, several studies 
have sought to explore the role that values can and should play in how research is evaluated. 
However, their scope has mostly been limited to examining metrics based in the values 
of quality and originality.15,16,17 There remains much to be done to understand how we can 
measure other kinds of value-based impact (e.g. collegiality).

The use of bibliometrics in humanities research evaluation has been problematized by a 
number of studies that reflect differences in citation patterns, self-citation and collaboration 
practices, and regional orientations across the humanities.18,19,20 Though improved in recent 
years, there still remains a lack of coverage for humanities research in popular scholarly 
databases.21,22 This dearth of serviceable data makes measuring progress towards any 
value – including and beyond quality – difficult.
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3 However, some humanists question the pursuit of measurable outcomes (i.e. ‘impact’) as a 
desirable goal at all. As Belfiore explains, ‘Impact is problematic in many ways … warranting 
the rejection of its present form as an inadequate single proxy for value that contributes to 
growing pressures to commodify knowledge creation and academic expertise.’23 The quest 
for impact –much like the demand for an ROI for humanities research – encourages the 
practices that are arguably hurting the humanities.

HuMetricsHSS: developing humane indicators for 
the humanities
The HumetricsHSS initiative24 was formed on a belief that telling and 
valuing more textured stories about the processes, failures and successes 
of scholarship writ large could open the door to a healthier, more 
rewarding Academy. The project was born at the 2016 Triangle Scholarly 
Communication Institute (SCI),25 when a team of librarians, deans, funders 
and scholars in the humanities asked, ‘What might happen if we used 
the values that higher education purports to espouse – core values like equity, openness, 
collegiality, quality and community – as the basis for an academic evaluation framework?’

While at Triangle SCI, my colleagues and I brainstormed lists of the practices, products 
and core values that drive the humanities. We then asked ourselves how those core values 
might manifest in common scholarly practices like the creation of a syllabus, the hosting of 
a conference, or the publication of a monograph. For example, how can the value of equity 
inform the design of a syllabus to make it more accessible? Or how might more collegial peer 
reviews improve the quality of a monograph?

With the support of the Andrew W Mellon Foundation, we sought to test our theory that the 
humanities and social sciences do indeed share a set of common values that can be used to 
develop better, more humane indicators. In the fall of 2017 we hosted an initial workshop 
that brought together 25 scholars, administrators, librarians and graduate students from a 
variety of institutions of higher education to help us develop our team’s list of core values 
into a tested, community-approved set of core values.

Surprisingly, we were not able to come to consensus on a list of shared values, although we 
came close. We learned something more important instead. Though not always easy, the 
discussions and productive disagreements that the workshop encouraged showed us that 
the process of debating and discussing values, with something like our initial framework as 
a conversation starter, is an important first step in developing an institutional framework for 
values-based evaluation.

With this lesson in mind, we then hosted a second workshop that centered around how 
values might manifest in one particular scholarly practice: the development of syllabi. 
For example, we asked participants to consider how the value of quality might color 
how they evaluate their own syllabi from years past. Participants asked 
questions like, ‘Does my syllabus include creative and/or rigorous 
assignments?’ and ‘Does the syllabus push the boundaries of the 
discipline?’

Throughout the workshop, participants’ questions changed according 
to their institutional or personal contexts, but one recurrent lesson 
emerged: by thinking about values as they created their syllabi and related 
assignments and lectures, an individual scholar would be able to talk about 
the intentionality behind their work in conversations with colleagues and 
administrators, and contribute to the creation of a culture of values-first thinking. In so doing, 
values-based thinking would be institutionally established as important.

What practices do we want to incentivize for the humanities?
The practices that are important to individuals and departments will vary based upon their 
varied goals. For example, some institutions have an OA mandate, which is meant to encourage 
the value of openness through OA publishing or writing open source code. Other institutions 
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4 and departments emphasize the value of community through public engagement requirements 
in promotion and tenure guidelines. These goals are usually written into departmental and 
organizational strategy documents, mission statements and vision documents.

The HuMetricsHSS team tries to take an intentional approach to our own research practices. 
We promote openness and transparency by writing about our work openly on our project blog 
and working with a team of technologists to write open source code. We 
practice equity by thinking carefully about how we can encourage diversity in 
our workshop participants. We try to embody collegiality in how we interact 
with each other and other humanists in our collaborative projects, social 
media presence and at conferences. It is not always easy, but it is possible.

No matter our goals or values, our professional practices are driven by 
incentives and measured by metrics. Often, these metrics are baked into 
academic evaluation processes. For example, grant proposals are evaluated 
in part based upon a number of metrics: we consider citations and awards 
as measures of quality; the number of articles deposited to institutional 
repositories as measures of openness; diversity of students mentored as a measure of 
equity. Thus, it follows that we should think carefully about the practices that we (as 
individuals or as departments, professional societies, or institutions) want to encourage 
based upon shared values, and derive indicators that can help approximate our success in 
embodying those values through our practices.

What values determine the practices that humanists find most important?
Given that values are relative to one’s organizational, departmental, or personal goals, this is 
a difficult question to answer. I shall turn this question around by asking you, the reader, to 
consider the values that you and your colleagues find important.

Consider a particular scholarly practice, whether it is peer reviewing a 
monograph, mentoring a student, or authoring a journal article. There are 
a number of smaller practices that go into making it happen. Brainstorm 
these related practices and decisions. From there, consider the ‘outputs’ 
that result from this activity, no matter how granular. These can be anything 
that persists beyond the end of the activity or that exists because of it 
(e.g. articles, exhibits, archives, bibliographies, statements of purpose). 
Finally, for the practices and decisions you have identified, think about 
which are driven by values (whether conscious or unconscious). For an 
example, see Table 1.

The exercise below illustrates how values underpin all of scholarly practice. You can use it 
to explore your own values, or those of your department or institution. However, any kind of 
self-reflection can get you to a similar outcome: a thoughtful, reality-based list of values that 
drive your scholarly practices.

Overall practice: creating a syllabus

Related practices: framing the course’s theme, writing learning objectives, selecting readings (required and 

suggested), designing assignments, writing a code of conduct, making your syllabus available to students upon 

completion, potentially sharing your syllabus with the rest of your discipline by archiving it in a repository

Resulting objects: syllabus (overall), bibliography (including titles, author names and permanent identifiers 

such as DOIs and ISBNs), code of conduct (reused for other courses), student assignments

Possible driving values:

• quality (e.g. Is this the best possible work I can share with students to teach them about my topic?)

• diversity (e.g. Am I purposeful in including scholars and works from all backgrounds, or do I simply 

include works from ‘the canon’?)

• accessibility (e.g. Is this work presented to students in a format easily used by screen readers or other 

adaptive technologies?)

• openness (e.g. Have I openly licensed this syllabus so that other instructors can reuse or adapt it?)

Table 1. Determining the values that drive the creation of a syllabus
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5 What are the current challenges to articulating our shared values and desired 
practices and metrics? How do we overcome them?
There are a number of sociotechnical challenges that currently make it difficult to understand 
the humanities’ shared values, desired practices and appropriate metrics. They include:

• the pervasiveness of neoliberalism in the Academy, which encourages ROI-thinking over 
and above a nuanced understanding of the many potential impacts of the humanities

• a tendency towards using summative assessment practices that judge faculty by 
benchmarks, penalizing those that fail to measure up, rather than formative assessment 
practices that help faculty reflect on their opportunities for personal growth

• faculty and evaluators’ preference for simplistic metrics over rich, contextualized 
impact evidence

• organizational opacity, whereby faculty do not get to see or correct the data that they 
are judged by

• distrust based upon interpersonal politics and institutional history, which at many 
institutions undermines the frank discussion of values

• a lack of machine-readable data with permissive licensing that allows it to be used to 
develop metrics

• a dearth of potential metrics sources, e.g. adequate coverage for the humanities 
in popular citation indices, or regionally relevant data sources incorporated into 
altmetrics services.

Some of these challenges can be overcome through innovation, policy changes and open 
data practices. For example, it is possible to develop technologies that account for a lack 
of machine-readable data in order to simply scrape other kinds of data from the web and 
process it.

The deeper, cultural issues present more of a challenge.

How do we better align scholarly practices and metrics in the humanities?
The first HuMetricsHSS workshop taught us that it may not be possible to develop a 
one-size-fits-all list of core values that can inform metrics, even within the boundaries of 
the humanities. It also taught us that the development of indicators and the evaluation 
process can be vastly improved by sitting down with others who might occupy very different 
positions from our own and debating the values we each hold dear.

These debates must be organic, not imposed or controlled by administrators nor conducted 
by working groups that function under the guise of ‘representative democracy’. Instead, 
these discussions must allow everyone to have a voice and contribute to the development 
of consensus. This step is essential to gaining the trust and buy-in that has been missing 
from evaluation planning for years, and echoes similar recommendations about bottom-up 
approaches from humanities evaluation experts.26

The work of the HuMetricsHSS initiative is far from done. Our efforts to date have taught 
us a number of valuable lessons about the importance of community engagement in the 
creation of any framework, and in the need to allow for (and encourage) localized remixing 
and adaptation. Should we want to turn our framework into a computational tool that would 
allow one to enter data and get back a list of metrics that measures one’s progress towards 
certain values, we would have to grapple with asking what data is realistically available for 
use in developing values-based indicators. For example, in our workshops we have identified 
institutional and technical barriers to downloading and analyzing syllabi at scale, accessing 
data on student learning and satisfaction, and tracking not only the online discussions of 
research outputs but also of ideas and scholars’ entire bodies of work.



6 Summary

There are many challenges facing the humanities, not least of which are research evaluation 
norms that create perverse incentives, misuse evaluation metrics and encourage corrosive 
practices within academia. The HuMetricsHSS initiative’s work to date has 
tackled this issue by suggesting values-based evaluation practices and 
indicators as an alternative to the status quo. Our work so far suggests 
that no one-size-fits-all set of values nor metrics can be determined for 
the humanities, but that one’s institutional and personal goals are the 
best determinants. In consultation with other members of the academic 
community, we have confirmed the importance of consensus decision-
making and bridge-building across lines of discipline and job title in order to 
articulate the values that matter most. Only then can one reverse engineer 
the indicators upon which scholarship should be judged, with the goal of 
enabling researchers and institutions to measure their progress towards 
embodying their values and those that are important to the larger fields of 
the humanities and social sciences.

Above all else, the HuMetricsHSS team’s work has confirmed the importance of 
communication and community in developing research evaluation practices that are humane, 
sound and fair. We encourage anyone interested in developing more humane metrics within 
their institution or discipline to reflect upon the values they hold dear.
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